
Marine &
Offshore



Comply with MARPOL regulations

All ships and offshore platforms with more than 15 people must comply with the MARPOL Annex 5 and
the International Maritime Organization regulations. A Bramidan baler is safe at sea – and makes waste
handling easy.

Whether you run a cruise liner with 3000 guests and crew
or a local ferry, keeping a safe and tidy operation is a key
factor in the daily lives of both guests and crews.
 
The amounts and types of waste differ, depending on the
duration of the voyage and the number of crew and pas-
sengers. What is common for all, however, is that space is
restricted and uncompressed waste can quickly become a
challenge to handle.
 
Time saving waste handling
Handling uncompressed waste takes time, but by instal-
ling a baler you can compact cardboard, plastic and other
recyclable waste instantly. Not only does this make the
most of your available space, it also saves time in port.
Bales are much faster to unload than loose waste.

 
In our experience compacting at the waste source can
provide you with multiple time saving and efficiency
boosting advantages. The combination of restricted space
and legislation require efficient waste handling with safe
and reliable equipment
 
Our balers for marine and offshore are extremely reliable in
use and compact in design, and provide safe and easy ope-
ration. These machines comply with all current demands
with respect to installation and electrical safety at sea.



Business advantages
Meet the MARPOL 73/78 V
regulations

·
Reduced costs for disposal onshore
More free space and tidy facilities··

Standard solutions for marine and of-
fshore
Bramidan has many years’ experience in
marine and offshore waste handling. Our
specially developed balers for the marine
industry have a small footprint and can
compact common types of waste by up to
90%. Furthermore, our balers comply with
all environmental and safety regulations
related to offshore use.
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Headquarters, Denmark

Bramidan A/S

www.bramidan.com
Tel. +45 7517 3266
6740 Bramming
Industrivej 69

Think small
What we do is actually very simple. We take
things that are unnecessarily big and make
them small.
 
By taking big amounts of waste and compa-
cting them, you reduce volume up to 90%.
With a Bramidan baler, you open up count-
less possibilities to make your business
more efficient and profitable.

About Bramidan
Bramidan is one of Europe’s leading suppli-
ers of waste handling solutions, with a
strong presence in many countries around
the world.
 
Supported by a worldwide sales and service
network, our broad product range easily
answers the demands of many different bu-
sinesses such as

• Retail Food
• Retail Non-food
• Industrial companies
• Storage & Logistics
• Hotel & Restaurants
• Marine & Offshore
• Public sector

Sales office, Holland

Bramidan NL

www.bramidan.nl
Tel. +31 71 331 1547
2371 TV Roelofarendsveen
Veenderveld 20

Sales office, Poland

Bramidan Poland

www.bramidan.pl
Tel. +48 12 680 8880
31-752 Kraków
Ul. Łowinskiego 9


